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Nonequilibrium fluctuation-dissipation relations of interacting Brownian particles
driven by shear
Matthias KrUger and Matthias Fuchs
Fachbereich Physik, Universitiit Konstanz, 78457 Konstanz, Germany

We present a detailed analysis of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (FDT) close to the glass transition in
colloidal suspensions under steady shear using mode coupling approximations. Starting point is the manyparticle Smoluchowski equation. Under shear, detailed balance is broken and the response functions in the
stationary state are smaller at long times than estimated from the equilibrium FDT. An asymptotically constant
relation connects response and Iluctuations during the shear driven decay, restoring the form of the FDT with,
however, a ratio different from the equilibrium one. At short times, the equilibrium FDT holds. We follow two
independent approaches whose results are in qualitative agreement. To discuss the derived fluctuationdissipation ratios, we show an exact reformulation of the susceptibility which contains not the full Smoluchowski operator as in equilibrium, but only its well defined Hennitian part. This Hermitian part can be
interpreted as governing the dynamics in the frame comoving with the probability current. We present a simple
toy model which illustrates the FDT violation in the sheared colloidal system.
PACS number(s): 82.70.Dd, 64.70.P-, 05.70.Ln, 83.60.Df

I. INTRODUCTION

The thermal fluctuations of a system in equilibrium are
directly connected to the system's response to a small external force. This connection, manifested in the fluctuationdissipation theorem (FDT), lies at the heart of linear response theory. The FDT in equilibrium connects the
correlator Cf;)(t) with the response function, the susceptibility Xf;)(t) (both defined below), and reads
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Equation (I) states that the relaxation of a small tluctuation
is independent of the origin of this fluctuation: whether induced by a small external force or developed spontaneously
by thennal fluctuations, the relaxation of the fluctuation cannot distinguish these cases.
The most famous example for the FDT is the Einstein
relation connecting the diffusivity of a Brownian particle to
its mobility [I]. The FDT is of importance for various applications in the field of material sciences since for example
transport coefficients can be related to equilibrium quantities,
i.e., the fluctuations of the corresponding variables [2]. It was
first formulated by Nyquist in 1928 [3] as the connection
between thermal fluctuations of the charges in a conductor
(mean square voltage) and the conductivity.
In nonequilibrium systems, this connection is not valid in
general and much work is devoted to understanding the relation between fluctuation and response functions. This relation is often characterized by the fluctuation-dissipation ratio
(FDR) XrgCt) defined as
Xrg(t) = -

Xfg(t) iJ

-Crg(t).
kBT (It
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Close to equilibrium, one recovers the FDT in Eq. (1) with
X~~)(t) == 1. In nonequilibrium, XfgCt) deviates from unity.
This is related to the existence of non vanishing probability

currents [see Eq. (15) below]; FDRs are hence considered a
possibility to quantify the currents and to signal nonequilibrium [4]. The violation of the equilibrium FDT has been
studied for different systems before as we want to summarize
briefly.
The general linear response susceptibility for nonequilibrium states with Fokker-Planck dynamics [5] has been derived by Agarwal in 1972 [6]. It will serve as exact starting
point of our analysis [see Eq. (13) below]. The susceptibility
is given in terms of microscopic quantities, which cannot
easily be identified with a measurable function in general in
contrast to the equilibrium case. For a single driven Brownian particle (colloid) in a periodic potential, the FDT violation for the velocity correlation has been studied in Ref. [7].
There it was possible to compare the microscopic expressions successfully to the experimental realization of the system [8].
Colloidal dispersions at high densities exhibit slow cooperative dynamics and form glasses. These metastable soft
solids can be easily driven into stationary states far from
equilibrium by already modest flow rates. Spin glasses
driven by nonconservative forces were predicted to exhibit
nontrivial FDRs in mean field models [9]. It is found that at
long times the equilibrium form of the FDT [Eq. (1)] holds
with the temperature T replaced by a different value denoted
effective temperature Tefr,
- 1 iJ
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This corresponds to a time independent FDR Xr(t)=Xf at
long times during the final decay process, where t is time
rescaled by the time scale of the external driving. In detailed
computer simulations of binary Lennard-Jones mixtures by
Berthier and Barrat [10-12], this restoration of the equilibrium FDT was indeed observed: for long times, the FDR Xr
is independent of time. Its value was also very similar for the
different investigated observables, i.e., Xr=X= TI Teff is pro-
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posed to be a universal number describing the nonequilibrium state. Terr was found to be larger than the real temperature, which translates into an FDR smaller than unity. Further
simulations with shear also saw Terr> T [13-16J, but the
variable dependence was not studied in as much detail as in
Ref. [IOJ, and partially other definitions of Terr were used. In
Refs. [9, I 0, 17J it is argued that Tefr agrees with the effective
temperature connected with the FDT violation in the corresponding aging system [18,19]' This has not yet been demonstrated for different temperatures. Note that the system
under shear is always ergodic and aging effects are absent.
The fluctuation-dissipation relation of aging systems using
mode coupling techniques was investigated in Ref. [20]. In
the current approach, we do not describe aging phenomena.
Recently Terr was also connected to barrier crossing rates
[21J replacing the real temperature in Kramers' escape problem [5]. A theoretical approach for the effective temperature
under shear in the so called "shear-transformation-zone"
(STZ) model is proposed in Ref. [22]. Different techniques
(with different findings) to measure FDRs in aging colloidal
glasses were used in Refs. [23-25J. No experimental realization of an FDT study of colloidal dispersions under shear is
known to us. An overview over the research situation (in
2003) can be found in Ref. [4 J.
Interesting FDRs were found in different spin models under coarsening and aging [26-31J and under shear [32]. At
the critical temperature, a universal value of X = has been
found e.g., in the ll-vector model for spatial dimension
d"2:4. In d=3, corrections to this value can dependent on the
considered observable [33]. See Ref. [34J for an overview.
Yet, the situation for structural glasses has not been clarified.
Also, the connection between structural glasses, spin glasses,
and critical systems is unclear.
In this paper, we present the study of the violation of the
equilibrium FDT for dense colloidal suspensions under shear.
It is a comprehensive extension of our recent paper on the
same topic [35J, but also provides a number of new results
and discussions. We build on the integration through transients (ITT) approach [36-39J (reviewed recently [40J)
based on mode coupling theory (MCT). This approach allows us to derive quantities which are directly measured in
experiments and simulations [41-43J and the properties of
specific observables can be described. We will hence be able
to study the nonequilibrium FDT for different observables as
measured in simUlations, and possible differences for different variables can be detected. In the main text, we will follow the calculation as presented in Ref. [35J in detail. It leads
to a time independent FDR Xf during the whole final relaxation process whose value is universal in the simplest approximation, Xr= We will also derive corrections to this
value which depend on the considered observable. In Appendix A, we will additionally show a different analysis of the
extra term in the FDT following more standard routes of
MCT and projection operator formalisms. It is in qualitative
agreement with the results shown in the main text and it
allows us to estimate the size of the correction terms which
are neglected in the main text and to see that they are small.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we will
introduce the microscopic starting point and give the defini-
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tions of the different time dependent correlation and response
functions. In Sec. III, we will introduce the different contributions to the nonequilibrium term ~Xfg(t) in the susceptibility. These different contributions are approximated in Sec.
IY. The approximations for the time dependent correlation
functions will be shown in Sec. V. In Sec. VI, we will present
the final extended FDT connecting the susceptibility to measurable correlation functions and discuss the FDR as function of different parameters. In Sec. VII, we show an exact
form of the susceptibility which involves the Hermitian part
of the Smoluchowski operator and the restoration of the
equilibrium FDT in the frame comoving with the probability
current. The final discussion, supported by the FDR analysis
in a simple toy model will finally be presented in Sec. VIII.
In Appendix A, we derive the expressions for the susceptibility in an approach based on the Zwanzig-Mori projection
operator formalism.
II. MICROSCOPIC STARTING POINT

We consider a system of N spherical Brownian particles
of diameter d, dispersed in a solvent. The system has volume
V. The particles have bare diffusion constants Do. The interparticle force acting on particle i(i= 1...N) at position r i is
given by Fi=-J/ Jr;U({rj})' where U is the total potential
energy. We neglect hydrodynamic interactions to keep the
description as simple as possible. These are also absent in the
computer simulations [IOJ to which we will compare our
results.
The external driving, viz. the shear, acts on the particles
via the solvent flow velocity v(r)= iryx, i.e., the flow points
in x direction and varies in y direction. it is the shear rate.
The particle distribution function 'I'(f={r;},t) obeys the
Smoluchowski equation [38,44J,
(}t'l'(f,t) = O'l'(f,t),

with K= yxy for the case of simple shear. 0 is called the
Smoluchowski operator (SO) and it is built up by the equilibrium SO, 0e=2: i a;-cai -F;] of the system without shear
and the shear term 8H=-2: i a;- K' rio We introduced dimensionless units for space, energy and time, d=kBT=D o= 1.
The formal H-theorem [5J states that the system reaches the
equilibrium distribution 'I' e' i.e., Oe 'I' e=O, without shear.
Under shear, the system reaches the stationary distribution
'I's with O'l's=O. Ensemble averages in equilibrium and in
the stationary state are denoted

( ... ) =

J

df'l'e(r)· .. ,

(5a)

(5b)
respectively. In the stationary state, the distribution function
is constant but the system is not in thermal equilibrium due
to the nonvanishing probability current [38J,

j:

shearrate

Cfg(t, til' ---> (X) ---> C f (t), and Eq. (9) becomes the ITT expression for Cfg(t) [38j. Without shear finally, one observes the
equilibrium correlation,
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B. Response functions
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The susceptibility Xfg describes the linear response of the
stationary system to an external perturbation. Note that the
term "linear response" does not correspond to the shear, but
to the additional small test force he(t) acting on the particles.
Because the system is always ergodic due to shearing, the
linear response will always exist in contrast to unsheared
glasses [45,46], where a finite force is needed to mobilize the
particles. Formally, the susceptibility Xfg(t) describes the linear response of the stationary expectation value of g to the
external perturbation he(t) which shifts the internal energy U
to U- f'he(t),

A. Correlation functions

Dynamical properties of the system are probed by time
dependent correlation functions. The correlation of the fluctuation 8f=f-(f/'r) of a function f({rJ) with the fluctuation
of a function g({rJ) is in the stationary state given by [38]
(7)
Here, nt=Li[ai+Fi+ri·K7]·ai is the adjoint SO that arose
from partial integrations. Cfg(t) is called the stationary correlator, it is the correlation function which is mostly considered in experiments and simulations of sheared suspensions.
At this point, we would like to introduce three more correlation functions which will appear in this paper. The transient
corre1ator C~~ is observed when the external shear is
switched on at t=O [39],

(8)
It probes the dynamics in the transition from equilibrium to
steady state and is the central object of the MeT-ITT approach [37,39]. In the general case, where the correlation is
started a period tlV , namely, the waiting time, after the rheometer was switched on, one observes the two-time correlator Crit, tw ), see Fig. I,

(g)(y,he)(t) - (g)(i.)

= L.c dt' xfi t -

t')he(t') + O(h;).

(12)

To derive the microscopic form of the susceptibility, one
considers the change of the stationary distribution function
'IJIs under the extemal perturbation. One finds [5,6,38]
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If one replaces 'IJIs by 'IJIe and nt by n; in Eq. (13), the
equilibrium FDT in Eq. (1) follows by partial integrations,
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In the considered nonequilibrium system, where detailed balance is broken and the nonzero stationary probability current
in Eq. (6) exists, the equilibrium FDT (1) is extended as we
see now. The above expression, Eq. (13), can be rewritten
(with adjoint current operatorj)=ai+Fi+ri·R!) to
tlXfg(t) = Xfg(t)

.

+ Cfg(t) = -

\ 2:j;.~ -efl'lg
ar' " )(y) .
i

,Jri

(IS)

Equation (9) follows with the waiting-time dependent distribution function [38],
(10)

with partial integrations when averaging with '1' (r ,tw)' For
t",=O, the two-time corre1ator equals the transient correlator.
For long waiting times, it reaches the stationary correlator,

Note that the new term in the FDT, tlXfg(t), in the following
called violating term, is directly proportional to the stationary probability current. A deviation of the fluctuationdissipation ratio, Eq. (2), from unity, the value close to equilibrium, arises.
The extended FDT in Eq. (15) has been known since the
work of Agarwal [6]. We will analyze it for driven metastable (glassy) states and show that the additive correction
tlXrgCt) [7,8,47] leads to the nontrivial constant FDR at long
times, as was found in the simulations. One can always express the PDT violation in terms of an additive as well as a

multiplicative correction. The nontrivial statement for driven
metastable glasses is that the multiplicative correction is possible with a time independent factor at long times. Specifically, we will look at autocorrelations, g=f of functions
without explicit advection,j=f({Y;,z;}), where the flow-tenn
in the current operator ii in Eq. (15) vanishes. For variables
depending on X;, the equilibrium FDT is already violated for
low colloid densities as seen from the Einstein relation: The
mean squared displacement grows cubically in time [48J
(Taylor dispersion), while the mobility of the particle is constant.
In contrast to the equilibrium distribution, 'I'e:X e- u, the
stationary distribution is not known and stationary averages
are in the ITT approach [38J calculated via [compare Eq.
O)J,
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ITT simplifies the following analysis because averages can
now be evaluated in equilibrium, while otherwise nonequilibrium forces would be required [49]. E.g., due to
a;'I'e=F;'I'e' the expression (IS) vanishes in the equilibrium
average and reduces to

J

~Xr(t)=-y
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- itI"~ ds(uXyeD}SD t of'eflttoj)
= 'jt(uXyof'eflttoj)

= (of' Of!tenttoj)
J

= -Cr(t,tw)lt =0'
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where from now on, we consider fluctuations from equilibrium, of=f-(j). The constant (j) cancels in Eq. (18). The
second equal sign in Eq. (19) follows with partial integrations (recall Ofl'l'e=<Txy'l'e and [OflT, 8fJ=0). The intriguing
connection to the waiting-time derivative follows by comparison of the second line of Eq. (I9) with Eq. (9).
The second term in Eq. (18) describes the time derivative
of the difference between stationary and transient correlator,
compare Eq. (9) with tw -7 00. The last term in E~. (I 8) has no
physical interpretation and we denote it by ~X? We hence
have

(20)

fl
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Equation (16) is still exact and we will in the following
develop approximations for it. In the main text, we will follow the derivation as presented in Ref. [35]. In Appendix A,
we present an alternative derivation with Zwanzig Mori projections. We will show in Appendix A 4 that the two approaches are in qualitative agreement.
III. VIOLATING TERM

We want to analyze the violating term ~X[(t) in more
detail. It can be split up into terms containing the Smoluchowski operator instead of the unfamiliar operator i;' This
can be done with the following identity for general functions
f({rJ) and g({r;}):
Lii . Jf' g = '!'[DTf'g - f'Dtg + (DtJ)gJ.
;
Jr;
2

If we apply this identity to Eq. (16) with g=e
following three terms:

flt

(17)

1, we get the

~x[(t) = -/ foX ds(uXyeHtS[Dtf' - f'Dt + (Dtf')Jenttj).
(18)
The first telm in Eq. (I8) contains a derivative with respect
to s and the s-integration can immediately be done. We find
that the first term in Eq. (18) (without the factor ~) exactly
describes the derivative of Cr(t, tw) with respect to tw at
t",=O,

(19)

where ~X?)=T f~ds(uxyentS(DTf')eSlTtj). In the following
section, we will look at the different terms more closely.
IV. APPROXIMATIONS FOR THE VIOLATING
TERM
A. Waiting-time derivative

In order to approximate the waiting-time derivative in Eq.
(19), we note its connection to time derivatives of correlation
functions,

The time derivative of the transient corre1ator c~t)(t) is split
into two terms, one containing the equilibrium operator D!,
the other one containing the shear term Of!t. We will reason
the following: the term containing
is the derivative of the
short time, shear independent dynamics of the transient correlator down on the plateau (compare Fig. 3), i.e., the derivative of the dynamics governed by the equilibrium SO De.
The term containing Of!T, i.e., the waiting-time derivative,
follows then as the time derivative with respect to the shear
governed decay from the plateau down to zero.
The equilibrium derivative D!of' in the last term of Eq.
(21) decorrelates quickly as the particles loose memory of
their initial motion even without shear. In this case, the latter
term is the time derivative of the equilibrium correlator,
c~el(t). A shear flow switched 011 at t=O should make the
particles forget their initial motion even faster, prompting us
to use the approximation eSlTt=efl!tpre-n!ten\ with projector P r= oJ)(of'Oj)-I(of . We then find

DJ
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The first average on the ri ght hand side is the time derivative
of c}e)(t) . The second average is not known. Applying the
same approximation entl= en!IPre-n!lentl to the transient
correlator, we have
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Combining the two equations, we find for the last term in Eq .
(21 )
~

e

(24)

This term is then assured to decay faster than without shear.
Now we can give the final formu la for the waiting-time derivative,
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This is our central approximation whose consequences for
the FDR will be worked out in Sec. VI. The quality of approximation (25) has recently been studied in detailed simulations, and qualitative and quantitative agreement was found
for two different simulated supercooled liquids [50]. As argued above, the last term in Eq. (25) wi ll be identified as
short time derivative of C}ll, connected with the shear independent decay, where the transient correlator equals the equilibrium correlator. Consequently, ~1 Cr(t, t,) it,v=owill turn out
to be the long time derivative of ql), connected with the fin al
shear driven decay. This captures the additional dissipation
provided by the coupling to the stationary probability current
in Eq. (1 5). The approximation in Eq. (25) is also reasonable
comparing it to the expected properties of the waiting-time
derivative: For long times, t -. oo and y -, O with yt=O(1),
one has c}e) (t)=O in glassy states and the waiting- time derivative is equal to the time derivative of the transient correlator. Varying the waiting time or the correlation time has
then the same effect on the transient correlator. It is for small
waiting times a function of y(t+t,J since (t+t lV ) measures
the time since switch on [5 1].
B. Other terms in Eq. (18)

The second term in Eq. (1 8) has a physical interpretation
as well : it is the time derivative of the difference between
stationary and transient correlator, see Eq. (9),

Y{ ' ds(uxyen ts8.rntentI8f> = Cr(t) - C}t)(t) .
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The estimates for the Laplace transform
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The last term, ~X}3), has yet no physical interpretation. At
t=O, it cancels with the second term. It is a demanding task
to estimate the contribution of the different terms to ~Xr(t) .
Thi s can be done in an MCT analysis 1'01' density flu ctuation s
as presented in Appendix A. We want to hri efly summarize

doXq(z=O) of the violating term in density susceptibilities for

q =qy, We show the coherent (incoherent) case with data points
connected (unconnected) by lines. Solid squares show the estimate
for the firsl term, the wailing-time derivative, solid spheres show
the sum of the two other terms. Open squares show the sum of all
three. The solid (dashed) line shows the prediction of Eq. (25) for
the waiting-time derivative for the coherent (incoherent) case; compare with the solid squares and see main text. The picture is very
similar for the z direction [5 1J.
the results for the contributions of the different terms as
found in Appendix A. For coherent, i.e., collective density
fluctuations, we have !=(2q=L,;e;q·r j [52]. For incoherent,
i.e. , single particl e fluctuations, one has !=(2~= eiq. r, with r s
the position of the tagged particle. We denote all normalized
density functions with subscript q, the normalized transient
density correlator is denoted ¢lq(t) [37]. We find that the
violating term is zero for Yt ~ I [53]. For long times,
Yt= 0(1) , we can estimate the different contributions in
terms of cPq(t) , as is shown in Appendi x A. We find

I a
I
::;( I)
- - Cq(t,t,) I =0 = nq c])q(t),
2 atlV
IV

(27a)

(27b)
where the functions nq ex Iyl for small shear rates in glassy
states. In Fig. 2, we show the Laplace transform
.c{~Xq(t)}(z )=f~dte-ZI~Xq(t) at z =O for the different contributions to ~Xq as estimated in Appendix A. We see that,
according to the estimates in Appendix A, the first term in
Eq. (1 8) is the dominant contribution to the violating term. It
is larger than the two other terms, which additionally partially cancel each other. We will in the main text neglect the
sum of second and third term, this will give good agreement
to the data in Ref. [ 10]. In Fig. 2, we also show the prediction of Eq. (25) for the waiting-time derivative, which is at
z =O simply given by minus the height of the glassy plateau,
see Eq. (AI7 ). We see that our estimate in Appendix A
agrees qualitatively and also semiquantitatively with Eq.
(25).
It appears reasonable to conclude that the waiting-time
derivative is larger than e.g., the second term (26), since it is
equal to the time derivative of the transient correlator at long

0.9

times, whereas Eq. (26) is the difference of two very similar
functions. It is equal to the third term at 1=0 which lets us
expect that also ~X~3) is small.
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V. APPROXIMATIONS FOR CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
A. ITT equations for transient correlators

m( y,/) =

I

I + ()It)

L

dl' m(;, 1- 1')4>(1') }, (28,)

2[(V~ + 2.41£)<1>(/) + v~<1>2(/)], (28b)

with initial de~ate r. We use the much studied values
v~ =2, v~ =v~( \.41 v~- I) with the glass transition at £=0, and
take m(O, I) in order to calculate quiescent (y=O) correlators
[55]. Positive values of the separation parameter £ correspond to glassy states, negative values to liquid states .
In order to study the q dependence of our results, we will
use the isotropic approximation [37] for the normalized transient density correlator. For glassy states, the final decay
from the glassy plateau of height fq is approximated as exponential,

<I> q (I)

= (I>q (I) =/.q e-c(h//,)1i1 ,
1

(29)

where the amplitude hq is also derived within quiescent MeT
[56].

B. Two-time and stationary correlator
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(30)
Equation (30) is a short version which neglects the waitingtime dependence of the 1=0 value of the un-normalized twotime correlator. An extended version including this effect can
be formulated [50,51 ] but it is more involved and would
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FIG. 3. (Color online) C(t, t,,) from Eq. (30) for different waiting times as indicated by the different line styles. The F\~) model
Eq. (28) is used to generate the transient correlators Crt) (solid
lines). We show a glassy state (,:= 10-.1) at shear rates -y/f= 10- 8
(curves A) and -yl f = 10-6 (8). Curves C and D show the same
respective shear rates for a liquid state (e=-IO- ') . The thin dashed
line shows the equilibrium correlator C(e) (t) for the glassy state. For
the liquid state, the correlators for -yl r= 10-8 and -y=0 coincide.

change our results only marginally. Thus, we continue with
Eq. (30) where the first factor on the right hand side is the
normalized integrated shear modulus

I

-()
.
a IIV == Y

I"

d

o

s

(a eHt sO' )
xy
xy
(
)'

(31)

O'xyO'xy

containing as numerator the familiar stationary shear stress,
mcasured in "flow curves" as function of shear rate
[38,57,58]' A technical problem arises for hard spheres,
where the instantaneous shear modulus (O'XyO'xy ) diverges
[37] giving formally 0'=0. The proper limit of increasing
steepness in the repulsion has to be addressed in the future
[50]. In the spirit of the F\~) model [59], we approximate the
s-dependent normalized shear modulus by the transient correlator [35,37],

)
( O'x)'e ntS
O'XY
(O'xyO'xy )

We will need to know the difference between stationary
and transient correlators in order to be able to study the FDR
in detail. Here we derive an approximate expression for the
two-time correlator Cr(t, I,J, which then gives the stationary
correlator for IIV ~ 00 . The detailed discussion will be presented elsewhere [50,5 1]. We start from the exact Eq. (9) and
use the projector O'Xy )(O'xFXytl(O'XY as well as Eq. (1 9) to
get
aCr(/,/IV)

.......

0.3

The known ITT solutions for the transient correlators will
be the central input for our FDR analysis. In order to visualize its time dependence, we will use the schematic F\~)
model of ITT, which has repeatedly been used to investigate
the dynamics of quiescent and sheared dispersions [37], and
which provides excellent fits to the flow curves from large
scale simulations [54]. It provides a normalized transient correlator C(t)(/) = <1>(/), as well as a quiescent one, representing
coherent, i.e., collective density fluctuations. The equation of
motion reads [37],

o~ 4>(t) + r {.p(I) +

?U

=10.2
=5xl0,2
=10,1
=5xlO,l

Ytw
Ytw
Ytw

G
= <I>(s) ~

(32)

f '

where we account for the different plateau heights of the
respective normalized functions by setting Goolf=
choosing a quadratic dependence (1)2(S) would only change the
results imperceptibly. We will abbreviate ii(/1V ~ (0) = ii. The
second factor on the right of Eq. (30) is the waiting-time
derivative, which we approximated in Eq. (25). We are hence
able to show the two-time correlator for different waiting
times for a glassy and a liquid state (Fig. 3). The short time
decay down onto the plateau f is independent of waiting time
IIV' whereas the long time decay becomes slightly faster with
increasing waiting time. Overall the waiting-time dependence is small.
[n reccnt simulations of density fluctuations of soft
spheres [42], the difference between the two correlators
was found to be largest at intermediate times, and
Cr(/, IIV) ::; C~/) (/) was observed. Both properties are fulfilled
by Eq. (30). Note that Eq. (30) is exact in first order in IIV'

t;

Based on Fig. 3 and the knowledge about the transient
correlators [37,39], the short time decay of CCt, t) is independent of shearing for small shear rates. In glassy states at
y---> 0 with Yt=const., the transient correlator reaches a scalyt) [37], and the two-time correlator from
ing function

cV)(

Eq. (30) reaches

1-C - -

x.' ------

0.8

n=1

1-1

0.6

Cr( yt, Yt.J.
0.4

VI. FINAL RESULTS FOR THE FDR

Our final result for the susceptibility in terms of the
waiting-time derivative reads,

0.2
-1

0

23456
10910

Equation (33) states the connection of two very different
physical mechanisms: the violation of the equilibrium FDT
and the waiting-time dependence of the two-time correlator
at tlV=O. The connection can be tested in simulations, where
both quantities are accessible independently [ 10,42]. The extra term in the FDT can indeed be connected to the time
derivative of a correlation function reflecting its dissipative
character, but no such simple relation occurs as in equilibrium. Using our approximation in Eq. (25) for the waitingtime derivative, we can hence finally write our extended
FDT

This equation connects the susceptibility to measurable
quantities, at least in simulations, without adjustable parameter.
A. FDR as function of time

The relation between susceptibility and correlators requires correlators as input. We want to visualize the susceptibility using the schematic model Eq. (28), Eq. (30) for the
stationary correlator and Eq. (34). Figure 4 shows the resulting X together with C for a glassy state at different shear
rates. For short times, the equilibrium FDT is valid, while for
long times the susceptibility is smaller than expected from
the equilibrium FDT. This deviation is qualitatively similar
for the different shear rates. For the smallest shear rate, we
also plot X calculated by Eq. (34) with c~t) replaced by Cr,
see inset of Fig. 4. In this approximation, the FDR intriguwithout any
ingly takes the universal value x(univ)( yt) =
free parameters. The realistic susceptibility is achieved by
including the difference between C(t)(t) and C(t). The parameter jj is directly proportional to this difference.
In the parametric plot (Fig. 5), the X = approximation
leads to two perfect lines with slopes -1 and
connected
by a sharp kink at the nonergodicity parameter f. For the
realistic curves, this kink is smoothed out, but the long time
part is still well described by a straight line, i.e., the FDR is
still almost constant during the final relaxation process. We

7

8

9

rt

FIG. 4. (Color online) C(t) from the F\~) model with Eq. (30)
and X(t) via Eq. (34) for a glassy state (e= 10- 3 ) and y/f= 10- 211
with n = I .. . 4. Shown are integrated correlation, I-C(/) and
response X' (/)= J~X(t')dl' . Inset shows additionally the transient
correlator (J) for comparison and the x(univ) = ~ susceptibility for
yl f= 10- 8 . From Ref. [35].
times, because ~Xr then decays exponentially with the same
exponent. The slope of the long time line becomes smaller
with increasing jj [i.e., also with increasing value of Goo! fin
Eq . (32)]. We find that the value of the long time FDR is
always smaller than in glassy states.
The line cuts the FDT line below f for y-> O. All these
findings are in excellent agreement with the data in Ref. [ 1OJ.
The FDR itself is of interest also, as function of time (inset
of Fig. 5). A rather sharp transition from 1 to k is observed
when <I:> = C is approximated, which already takes place at
yt = 10-3, a time when the FDT violation is still invisible in
Fig. 4. For the realistic curves, this transition happens two
decades later. Strikingly, the huge difference is not apparent
in the parametric plot, which we consider a serious drawback
of this representation.
Figure 6 shows C(t) and xU) for a fluid state. For large
shear rates, these curves are similar to the glassy case, while
for y---> 0, the equilibrium FDT holds for all times. In the
parametric plot (inset of Fig. 6) one sees that the long time

k

k,

k

-k

predict a nontrivial time-independent FDR Xr( Yt)=const. if
C~t) [and with Eq. (30) also C r] decays exponentially for long

o

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

C

FIG. 5. (Color online) Parametric plot of correlation C(t) versus
response X'(t)= J~X(t')dl' from Fig. 4 (e= 10- 3) together with constant nontrivial FOR (straight lines) at long times. The vertical solid
line marks the plateau f . Inset shows the FOR X(/) as function of
strain for the same susceptibilities. From Ref. [35].
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- Cr(t) + ~CV)(t)

Yt == 0(1),

(35)

a,
at

==- Xr( yt)-C r( yt).

If one approximates stationary and transient correlator to be
equal [37J, C~I) (t) = Cr(t ), we lind the interestin g universal
X == ~-Iaw for long times,
y~ O

The

FDR,

in

this

1.

-> :x:)

case,
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== - -Cr(t).
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Long time FDR as function of shear rate
for glassy (e= 10- 11 ) and liquid (e= - IO-II) states with n=2,3,4.
X(I ->00) is determined from fits to the parametri c plot as show n in
Figs. 5 and 6. Inset shows the long time FDR as function of wave
vector q for coherent (solid line) and incoherent (dashed line) density fluctuations at the criti cal density (e=O).
B. FDR as function of shear rate

Figure 7 shows the long time FDR as a function of shear
rate for different densities above and below the glass transition . The FDR was determined via fits to the parametric plot
in the interval C(t) E [0:0.1]. In the glass X(t ->co) is
nonanalytic while it goes to unity in the fluid as y -> 0 (compare Fig. 6). We verified that the FDT-violation starts quadratic in y in the fluid , as is to be ex pected due to symmetries. X(t -> <Xl) is also nonanalytic as function of e and jumps
to an tinite value less than one. For all densities, th e FDR
decreases with shear rate. For constant shear rate, it decreases with the density. This is also in agreement with the
simulations [ IOJ.

The realistic version of the extended FDT, taking into
account the difference of transient and stationary correlator,
gives an observable dependent FDR in general. This can be
quantified by using the ex ponential approximation For th e
long time transient cOlTelator for glassy states [compare Eq.
(29)J [37J
(37)
The long time FDR then fo llows with Eqs. (34), (30), and
(25),

(36)
universal

·7

--

C. FDR as function of wave vector

~ 1,

- Cr(t)

lim Xr(t

---

E

rt

FDR is still approximately constant in time for the case
y= 7- 1 (n == 3 in Fig. 6), where shear relaxation and structural
relaxation compete. 7 is the Q' relaxation time of the unshcarcd fluid.
Summarizing. we find that the two separated relaxation
steps [37,60J (Fig. 3) of the correlator in the limit of small
shear rates for glassy states are connected to two different
values of the FDR. During the shear independent relaxation
onto the plateau of height given by the nonergodicity parameter Ir, we have C~r)(t) == c~e)(t) + O( Yt) [37J in Eq. (34), and
th e equilibrium FDT holds. During the shear- induced final
relaxation from Ir down to zero, i.e., for y-> 0, and t -> co
with tY==const., the correlator without shear stays on the plateau and its derivative is negligible. A nontrivial FDR fol lows. In the glass holds

,

=0

10910 Y1 r

FIG. 6. (Color online) C(t) and X(I) via Eq. (34) for a fluid state
(e =- 10- 3) and -yl r= 10- 2 11 with n= 1. . .4. Shown are integrated
correlation. 1- C(I) and response X' (I) = f~X(t ') dl'. Inset shows the
parametric plot for the different shear rates.

lim Xr(t) ==
y ,0

E

------- ---- --------------------------------

value

lim y_.o Xr(t -> co) ==xiuniv)( yt) == ~, independent of f. This is in
good ag reement with the findings in Ref. [ IOJ, and corresponds to an effective temperature of Terri T==2 for all observables. The initially additive correction in Eq . (1 5) hence
turns then into a multiplicative one, which does not depend
on rescaled time durin g th e complete final relaxation process.
As summarized in Sec. I, many spin models yield X == ~ at the
critical temperature. The deviation from the value ~ of the
long time FDR in our approach comes from the difference
between stationary and transient correlators.

1
- - arO'

Xr(t

->

2
x ) == - --_ .
l-a rO'

(38)

The inset of Fig. 7 shows the long time FDR for coherent
and incoherent density fluctuation s at th e critical density. We
used the isotropic long time approximations (29) and (B24)
for ar, respectively, and cO'== O.l from Eq. (32). The incoherent case was most extensively studied in Ref. [ 10]. The FDR
in Fig. 7 is isotropic in the plane perpendicular to the shear
direction but not independent of wave vector q, contradicting
the idea of an effective temperature as proposed in Refs.
[9,IOJ and others.

lations of the starting point [Eq. (13)]. First, we split the SO
into Hermitian and anti-Hermitian part to see how the Hermitian part is connected to the susceptibility in Eq. ( 13). We
will then see that one can reformulate Eq. ( 13) in terms of an
advected derivative.

CtC(O)
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0.8
0.6
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0.4
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0.4

A. Hermitian part

0
10. 1

incoherent
0

Investigating the stationary correlator in Eq. (7), one finds
that the operator
is not Hermitian in the average with 'lis
[61]. This is why one cannot show that Cr(t) is of positive
type [62] via, e.g., an expansion in eigenfunctions since only
an expansion into a biorthogonal set is possible [5,38].
Subsequent to realizing this, we want to split the SO into
its Hermitian and its anti-Hermitian part with respect to the
is the adjoint of
in the
average with 'lis. Recall that
in the
unweighted scalar product [5,38,44]. The adjoint of
stationary average is defined by

nt

0.2

1

10
t [LJ units]

FIG. 8. (Color online) Comparison to simulation data for
incoherent density fluctuations in the neutral direc tion (wave vector
q=7.47ez) at temperature T=O.3(Tc =0.435) and it= IO- J . Circles
and squares are the data (including units) from Fig. II in Ref. [10],
lines are I -Cq from Fig. 8 in Ref. [ 10], and the response
X?(t)=J~Xq(tl)dt' calculated via Eq. (34). The dashed line shows
Xq with approximation C~l = Cq- Inset shows the different correlators, see main text.

For q --7 00 , h,/ fq (corresponding to ar) grows without
bound and the FDR in Eq. (38) becomes negative eventually.
For the parameters we used, the root is at q 30. For larger
values of cu [i .e., for larger values of Gool fin Eq. (32)], the
root is at smaller values of q. According to our considerations in the discussion section and the available simulation
data, a negative FDR is unphysical. For large values of q, the
exponential approximation for the transient correlator or our
approximation (30) for the two-time correlator might not be
justified.
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We already stressed that

tit ='"
,L..; ;; +2(f)
I

I

tit is neither identical to n nor nt,
In \[r).
f)F ,·· f) ,. - f)I..
S
I

K'

r /' (40)

The difference between nonequili brium forces f)j In 'l's and
the potential forces Fj=f)j In 'l'e appears [49]. Now the Hermitian and the anti-Hermitian parts of O f with respect to
stationary averaging are given by

D. Direct comparison to simulation data

Despite the dependence of the long time FDR on wave
vector, Eq. (34) is not in contradiction to the data in Ref.
[ 10], as can be seen by direct comparison to their Fig. II. For
this, we need the quiescent as well as the transient correlator
as input. C;tel has been measured in Ref. [60], suggesting that
it can be approximated by a straight line beginning on the
plateau fq of Cq(t) . In Fig. 8 we show the resu ltin susceprr = Cq is
tibilities. There is no adjustable parameter, when C~l
taken . For the other curve, we calculated C~l(t) by inversion
of Eq. (30). We used the dimensionless number u= 0.0 I as fit
parameter which was chosen such that the resulting susceptibility fits best with th e simulation data. The achieved agreement to X from the simulations is striking. In the inset we
show the original Cq from Ref. [ 10] together with our construction of c~e) and the calculated C~). It appears very reasonable compared with recent simulation data on Cr(t, l",)
[42] and compared with Fig. 3. The value for fq used to
construct C;,e l is also indicated in the main figure.

t - tit) ='"
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nt

nJ,

We obviously have
=n~+n1 .
is similar to the equilibrium SO
with forces F j replaced by the nonequilibrium
forces f)j In \[rs. As expected, the anti-Hermitian part contains
It also contains the difference between
the shear part
equilibrium and nonequilibrium forces . The eigenvalues of
are imaginary and the eigenvalues of
are real [5]. In
can furthermore be shown to have negathe given case,
tive semidefi nite spectrum as does the equilibrium operator
because we have

nJ

onto

n1

nJ,

nJ,

(42)
VII. HERMITIAN PART OF THE SMOLUCHOWSKI
OPERATOR AND COMOVING FRAME

In this section, we want to understand the violation of the
FDT from a different point of view, i.e., from exact reformu-

If the correlation function is real for all times, Cr(l)=C;(t) ,
as can be shown, e.g., for density fluctuations [39], the initial
does not contribute,
decay rate is negative since

n1

R{<rotj/Y)}=<rolJly)=_1 af. iJ!)(Y).
\ ari ari

(43)

Thus a real correlator initially always decays, i.e., the external shear cannot enhance the fluctuations. Higher order terms
and such an argument is not
in t contain contributions of
possible.

01

tories of the particles (on the time scale of the experiment)
due to the high viscosity. We expect Xr=O in this case because the particles completely follow the probability current.
The studies in Refs. [65,66J do not consider the susceptibility, the focus is put on the question whether the system is
chaotic or not. The finding that the dynamics is irreversible
under some conditions makes it even harder to predict the
FDR, which would be of great interest.

B. Susceptibility and comoving frame

01 to the susceptibil-

We now come to the connection of
ity. Equation (13) can be written

C. FDT for eigenfunctions
~

(44)

1

.

-.

From Eg. (44) and Hl=2(W +iF), wc find for arbitrary
!=!({Xi,Yi,z;}),

The response of the system is not given by the time derivative with respect to the full dynamics but by the time derivative with respect to the Hermitian, i.e., the "well behaved"
dynamics. It follows that we can write the susceptibility,
(45)
We note that this equation is very similar to Eg. (13) in Ref.
[63J since tCL-L*) is the anti-Hermitian part of L in Ref.
[63]. Equation (44) can be made more illustrative by realizcan be expressed by the probability current jf,
ing that

01

rot

HA

a
=,,,-I"'·s
L,; Ji' i'
'i's

(46)

We hence finally have
Xrg = -

/ ",(.
V
d

t-

-7 a) enttg )("1) .

,,,-I"'.s
'i's

Ji'

i

(47)

The derivative in the brackets can be identified as the convective or comoving derivative which is often used in fluid
dynamics [64]. It measures the change of the function in the
frame comoving with the probability current. If one could
measure the fluctuations in this comoving frame, these would
be connected to the corresponding susceptibility by the equilibrium FDT. This was also found for the velocity fluctuations of a single driven particle in Ref. [7]. The difference in
our system is that the probability current, i.e., the local mean
velocity, speaking with the authors of Ref. [7], does not depend on spatial position x, but on the relative position of all
the particles because it originates from particle interactions.
Let us finish with interpreting the comoving frame. Xr
describes the tendency of particles to move with the stationary current. If the stationary current vanishes, we have
Xr=1. If the particle trajectories are completely constraint to
follow the current, we have Xr=O, because a small external
force cannot change these trajectories and Xr=O. As examples for the latter case, let us speculate about the experiments in Refs. [65,66]. They consider a rather dilute suspension of colloids in a highly viscous solvent. The bare
diffusion coefficient is approximately zero (so called nonBrownian particles), i.e., on the experimental time scale the
particles do not move at all without shear. Under shear, the
particles move with the flow and one observes diffusion in
the directions perpendicular to the shearing due to interactions. A very small external force does not change the trajec-

This form is especially illustrative since it explicitly shows
that the FDT violation occurs because or is not Hermitian in
the stationary average. If it was, the two terms above would
be equal and the equilibrium FDT would hold. We note that
this form is equivalent to Eq. (I1) in Ref. [63]. As pointed
out by Baiesi, Maes, and Wynants, Eq. (48) in the case of
simulations has the advantage that correlation functions of
well defined quantities if and D.tf) can be evaluated. This
indicates the usefulness of Eq. (48) relative to Eqs. (I5) and
(47).
If we consider the case that != ¢" with ¢n eigenfunction
of Ot, ot ¢II= An ¢", we find
X'" (t) = "n

iJ

-c",
at 'Yn (t).

(49)

The equilibrium FDT thus holds for != ¢w
VIII. DISCUSSION
A. Deterministic versus stochastic motion

We saw in Sec. VII that the susceptibility measures the
fluctuations of the particles in the frame comoving with the
probability current jf. We conclude that we can split the displacements of the particles into two meaningful parts. First,
the stochastic motion in the frame comoving with the average probability current. Second, the motion following the
average probability current, which is deterministic and
comes from the particle interactions. The deterministic part
is not measured by the susceptibility, X is thus smaller than
expected from the equilibrium FDT. It measures only parts of
the dynamics. We have Xr:S; 1. Let us quantify the above
discussion as far as possible. In Eg. (44), we see that we can
formally split the time derivative of the stationary correlation
function into two pieces, the stochastic one, measured by the
susceptibility, and the deterministic one following the probability current:

a
b

•

u

FIG. 9. The shear step model: the particle is trapped in wells of
width a with infinitely high potential barriers. The center-to-ccntcr
distance of the wells is denoted b.

~Cf(t) = <rn1eottg)(j) + <rnleottg)(j).

at

The inequality Xf~ ~ in glasses, see Fig. 7 translates into an
inequality for the two derivatives above,

l<rnle nttg)(j)l? l<rn1enttgj<j)l.

(50)

In completely shear governed decay of glassy states, the deterministic displacements of the particles due to the probability current are larger than the stochastic fluctuations around
this average current. In other words, if the stochastic motion
was faster than the deterministic one, the decay would not be
completely shear governed.
It is likely that with increasing density or lowering temperature, the particles are more and more confined to follow
the probability current and the PDR gets smaller and smaller
and might eventually reach zero.
B. Shear step model

Trap models have repeatedly been used to study the slow
dynamics of glassy systems and to investigate the violation
of the equilibrium FDT [31,67-73]' They boldly simplify the
dynamics of supercooled liquids and glasses because the particles themselves form the traps for each other and it is therefore not easily possible to map the problem onto a single
particle problem. Nevertheless, we want to introduce a
simple toy model which will provide more insight into the
FDT violation of sheared colloidal glasses. The model is depicted in Fig. 9: the particle, surrounded by solvent (diffusivity Do=kBTfJ,o, we restore physical units), is trapped in an
infinite potential well of width a. This well mimics the cage
formed by the other particles in the real colloidal system.
The well is one in a row of infinitely many with center-tocenter distances b. At short times, the particle diffuses in the
well as do the colloids in the cages. A very long time after
we measured its position, its probability distribution P(z) is
constant within the well. In the colloidal systems, this corresponds to the time-window where the correlation functions
are on the glassy plateau.
For long times, in the colloidal systems, the shear drives
the particle into a neighboring cage. For the directions perpendicular to the shear, this motion is symmetric (without
test force). In the shear step model, we aim at describing
such a perpendicular direction, e.g., the z direction, and a
simple mechanism to introduce the effect of shear is the following; at time t=®,2€'),3®, ... , the "shear steps" lift the

particle into a neighboring well according to its current position: if it is on the left side of the well, it gets to the well on
the left hand side, if it is on the right hand side, it gets into
the well on the right hand side. The initial position of the
particle in the new well shall be distributed randomly. The
resulting dynamics indeed share many properties of colloidal
suspensions as will be shown below. Detailed balance is broken because the reverse step, that a particle is taken out of
the right side of a trap and put back into its left neighbor, is
missing.
We assume that the small force necessary to test the response does not change the shear step mechanism, i.e., it will
only change the probability distribution of the particle in the
well and thereby make the motion asymmetric. It is appealing to imagine something similar to happen in the colloidal
system: the test force influences the distribution in the cage
and makes the probability for the particle to be driven to the
neighboring cages asymmetric.
The shear step model is much simpler than other trap
models considered in the literature. The Bouchaud trap
model [69] contains a distribution of traps of different depth,
allowing to study different situations such as aging. It was
extended to study the PDT violation for the driven case in
Ref. [73]. The simplicity of our model makes it easy to be
analyzed and the result for the FDR contains only the parameters a and b, whose values are of comparable size.
We regard the limit of small shear rates, it corresponds to
® ~ a 2 / Do, i.e., the time between two shear steps is much
longer than it takes the particle to relax in the well. We will
first present the mean squared displacement of the particle
and then its mobility under a small test force.
At short times, the mean squared displacement (MSD) of
the particle is the one of a free particle,
lim([z - z(O)J2) =2Dot.

(51)

t~O

For times ® > t ~ a 2 / Do, the dynamics of the particle is
glassy, i.e., the MSD is constant on the plateau. This plateau
value can be derived from the constant probability distribution of the particle in the well, P(z) =1I a,

1
([z - z(O)J2) =2'

a

f

al2

-a12

dz(O) fan dz[z - z(O)]2 =a2 .
6
-an
(52)

We notice that in accordance with the glassy dynamics of
colloidal suspensions, the plateau value is independent of Do
and temperature. Note that the initial positions are distributed
with P(z) as well. At long times, the particle performs a
random walk with step-length b and number of steps tl®
[74] and the MSD approaches
(53)
The long time dynamics is independent of temperature and
Do, as is the long time decay of the density correlator for
sheared colloidal glasses [37,39]. The time scale is set by ®,
corresponding to the a 'shear rate' of y=®-l.

To calculate the fluctuation-dissipation ratio X, we have to
find the mobility J.L(t) in response to a small test force F
acting on the particle, say to the right. As discussed above,
this test force shall not influence the jump rules of the shear
steps. At short times the particle obeys the (integrated) equilibrium FDT (the Einstein relation),

1
1
lim- ([z - z(O)]) (F) =lim-([z - Z(0)]2 ) = J.Lot.
t of
t- .o2k8T

(54)

denotes an average under the influence of the external force . The external force changes the probability distribution of the particle in the well. It is more likely to find the
particle on the right hand side of the well than on the left
hand side. The distribution PF(Z) for (") > t 'P a2/ Do follows
the Boltzmann distribution [44], which, in linear order of the
external force, reads,

100

,------~---~-~~~---_,

DOOO~
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( • . • ) (F)
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~(1+~)
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-a!2 <z< a!2,
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else .

PF(z) = a

(55)
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a

=

12:8T'
2

fg!2PF(Z)~Z - f~a!2PF(Z)dz = f!.~ + O(F2).
f~a!2 PF(Z)dz

(58)

4 k8 T

t 'P 0.

(59)

FiJI

z(O)]) (F) = X(t) _l_~([z - Z(0)]2) .
2k8T iJl

=

(61)
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2. Discussio1l

Let us further emphasize the similarities between the
shear step model and the sheared colloidal glass. For both,
X(t 'P 0) is independent of temperature because the potentials are infinitely high . Tn soft sphere glass es, this is not true
because the temperature also governs the glass transition.
The short time motion, the rattling in the cage or the well,
is FDT-Iike in both the colloidal system and the model. For
2.5
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We illustrate the results above with simulations of the described dynamics. For the motion in the well a Brownian
dynamics scheme is used, i.e. , at each time step (apart from
t= 0,20, .. .), the particle is displaced according to a Gaussian distribution, see Appendix C for details. Figure 10 shows
the simulation results together with the derived asymptotic
formulas. We see that the FDT holds for times t < 0 and is
violated for t > 0 .

1< 0,

This is ill ustrated in Fig. II.

2

The mobility of the particle is finite at long times and independent of the diffusivity Do. The FDR X is in this situation
defined by

~~([z -

1
X(t)

At every shear step, the particle travels on average the distance bR. For t 'P 0, the initially traveled distance in the well
is negligible and we have

ab t
1
-([z - z(O)] )(F)=_F
4k8 T0'

We see in Fig. 10 that the Einstein relation does not hold
for long times. The long time FDR X(t 'P 0) is different from
unity and follows with Eqs. (53) and (59),

(57)

Comparing with Eq. (52), the equilibrium FDT holds for all
times t < (") as expected.
Due to the distorted probability distribution PF(z) in Eq.
(55), the shear step at t= 0 will take the particle more likely
to the right. The rate R for jumps to the right minus the rate
for jumps to the left follows :

R=

100

1. Lo1lg time FDR

I
- ([z - z(O)])(F)=
F

f

10
2

FIG. 10. (Color online) Mean squared displacement without
(squares) and mean traveled distance with external force F (circles)
in the shear step model with b=a and 0=2a 2 /(2D o). Solid line
shows the short time asymptote of Eqs. (51) and (54). Dashed line
tI' ' Eqs. (52) and (57). The dotted line
shows the plateau value of "6
shows the long time asymptote from Eq. (53), dash-dotted line the
asymptote from Eq. (59).

The mean traveled distance is easily derived,

-1
dz(O) !2 dzPF(Z)[Z - z(O)]
a -a12
-a12

1
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FIG. II . Parametric plot of MSD versus mean traveled distance
for b=a and 0=2a 2 / (2D o). Solid line shows the short time relation
X= I. Dashed line shows the long time FOR X= Inset shows the
same graph zoomed into the short time part.
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FIG. 12. Long time FDR in the shear step model as function of
'shear rate' 1f(.).
long times, both systems show a finite response proportional
to shear rate which does not obey the equilibrium FDT.
In the shear step model, X(ti9 0) reaches ~ if b goes to a.
b < a (leading to I > X>~) is physically not reasonable and
we get the constraint of X:S ~ which coincides with the one
for the real system, see Fig. 7.
The model allows to discuss two more effects: In the colloidal system at increasing density, the cages become smaller
and smaller. This corresponds to a decreasing value of~, and
X(t i9 0) decreases. This is in accordance with Fig. 7 and
Ref. [10]. In the shear step model, it eventually reaches zero
being always positive.
For increasing shear rates, i.e., decreasing 0, the particle
has less time to relax in the well and the effect of the external
force decreases. Figure 12 shows that decreasing 0 lowers
the value of X. It is also in agreement with Fig. 7 and the
simulations in Ref. [10]. We believe that the decrease in the
colloidal system has the same origin, i.e., the particle has less
time to adjust its distribution in the cage in response to the
force.
The FDT for the driven system has been studied in
Bouchaud's trap model previously [73], where in contrast to
our model, the parametric plot has continuously varying
slope and the long time value of the FDR approaches zero in
many cases. The model in Ref. [73] is more realistic than
ours and different observables can be studied. The advantage
of the shear step model is its simplicity and its time independent finite long time FDR which has only the physically
illustrative free parameters a and b.

IX. SUMMARY

We investigated the relation between susceptibility and
correlation functions for colloidal suspensions at the glass
transition. While the equilibrium FDT holds at short times, a
time-independent positive FDR smaller than unity is obtained at long times during the shear driven decay. We find
that the long time FDR is nearly isotropic in the plane perpendicular to the shear flow and takes the universal value
X( Yt)=~ in glasses at small shear rates in the simplest approximation. This agrees with the interpretation of an effective temperature. Nevertheless, corrections arise from the

difference of the stationary to the transient correlator and
depend on the considered observable. They alter Xr to values
Xr:S ~ in the glass. Our findings are in good agreement with
the simulations in Ref. [10] .
While we used as central approximation the novel relation
for the waiting-time derivative, Eq. (25), a more standard
MCT and projection operator approach leads to qualitatively
equivalent results; see Appendix A. Considering the crudeness of the MCT decoupling and of our approximation (25),
the quantitative differences between the two approaches appear reasonable. From both approaches we can conclude that
there is a nontrivial FDR Xr( Yt)=Xr for small shear rates
during the final shear driven decay.
Xr depends on shear rate nonanalytically for all shearmelted glassy states. At the glass transition, the y-?O value
jumps discontinuously from its nontrivial value
Xr( y-?O) < I to the equilibrium value Xr=I. For finite drive,
Xr decreases below unity for all states. The discontinuous
behavior of Xr( y-?O) results from the shear driven decay on
time scale y-l. Within MCT-ITT the shear governed final
decay is also the origin of a finite dynamic yield stress which
also jumps discontinuously to its equilibrium value at the
glass transition. These predictions differ from the mean-field
spin-glass results. Ref. [10] finds power-law-fluid behavior
but no dynamic yield stress. Moreover, the FDR at vanishing
shear rate moves continuously to the equilibrium value unity
at the glass transition. The MCT-ITT scenario for yielding
and fluctuation-dissipation rclations is thus unique compared
to other approaches to shear-melted glasses. Investigation of
shear driven glassy dispersions thus provides a unique possibility to discriminate between different theories of the glass
transition.
The incoherent motion and the relation between diffusivity and mobility can also be studied within our approach, and
is topic of a companion paper [75]. Our finding of values
close to the universal X( Yt)=~ points to intriguing connections to critical spin models. Open questions concern establishing such a connection and to address the concept of an
effective temperature, which was developed for aging and
driven mean field models. It might also be interesting in the
future to study the response of the system to small perturbations in the shear rate y [76].
We derived a relation between the dominant part of the
violating term and the waiting-time derivative of Cr(t, tw ),
viz. a relation of two completely different physical quantities. This connection can be tested in simulations. Because
we identified all but one contributions of the violating tenn
with independently measurable quantities, all our approximations are testable independently in simulations. The difference of the measured ~Xf in FDT simulations to the sum of
the measured terms of ~Xr in waiting-time simulations yields
the contribution of the last term in ~Xr.
We presented an exact formulation of the susceptibility
which involves the Hermitian part of the SO. This part is
interpreted to represent the dynamics in the frame comoving
with the probability current.
We introduced the shear step model to illustrate the FDT
violation in sheared colloidal suspension. In the shear step
model, the FDR takes values X:S ~.
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three contributions according to Eq. (1S), which will be done
at the very end only. Equation (A3) could be expected to
contain a second term, ~Xq(t=O)<Pq(t), the static coupling at
t=O. It vanishes in Eq. (A3), i.e., ~Xq(O)=O; ~Xq is real [39],
and second and third term in Eq. (1S) cancel at t=O. The
waiting-time derivative vanishes at t=O due to symmetry for
arbitrary j,

APPENDIX A: MODE COUPLING APPROACH

(A5)

In this appendix, we start over and present the analysis of
the susceptibility in Eq. (16) for density fluctuations using
Zwanzig Mori projections. j=eq='i.je;q'ri for coherent and
j= e~=e;q'rs for incoherent density fluctuations. We will treat
denoting either eq or e~. j
the two cases at once with
being x independent translates into qx=O. Normalized equilibrium, transicnt, and stationary con'clators, as dcfincd in
Sec.
II A,. are
denoted
<p~e)(t)=<l?*en!te)/<e*e),
<Pq(t)=<e*en'te)/ <e* e) and Cq(t) =<e*en'te)('Y) / <e*e)(Y).
Stationary averages are normalized with <e*e)(Y), the initial
value of the stationary correlator. In the coherent case, this is
the distorted static structure factors~)=<e:eq)(Y)/N, in the
incoherent case, it equals unity, e~< eq =1. The transient coherent correlator is normalized by the equilibrium structure
factor Sq=<e;e q)/ N. The normalized violating term is then
defined by [compare Eq. (13)]

It has thus been shown that the equilibrium FDT is exactly
valid at (=0.
2. Second projection step

e

__1_( L

~Xq(t) -

*)( ')
<e e ,r

;

MCT approximations for the function Nq(t) directly are
not useful because they cannot account for the fact that Nq(t)
is a fast function. This is achieved with a second projection
step following Cichocki and Hess [79], see also Refs.
[35,37,39]' The adjoint of the Smoluchowski operator is formally decomposed as

The function Nq(t) is then connected to a new function nq(t)
governed by H'. The following identity can be proven by
differentiation,

ntt )(Y) + Cq(t).
.
.
a;e e
or;

oe*

(AI)

~Xq (t )

nq(t) = <e*e)(Y)r

t
oe* ntt e ) .
- Y fX ds (n
= -.-(-)
o-xye ,",'"
£..; (a; + FJ . - e

<e e) r

0

or;

;

fX

- Y

One gets the normalized analog to Eq. (16),

X

q

0

d< rr,,,";' ~ (B, + F ,) . :~; Q,Qn'Q'Qn' e).

(A2)
(AS)

Since we are left with an equilibrium average, it is useful to
express ~Xq(t) in terms of the transient correlator <Pq(t) as is
done in the following subsection.

m (t)
q

1. Zwanzig-Mori formalism-FDT holds at t=O

We use an identity obtained in the Zwanzig-Mori projection operator formalism [77] {see Eq. (1 I) in Ref. [7S]} to
find the exact relation

= ,I

<e"e)r~

<e~e~(Y)

f'

I:

dl' m,(t -1')1>,(1') } = o.
(AlO)

Xds/o-xyentsL (a; + FJ
\

(A9)

rq=-<e*Hte)/<e*e) is the initial decay rate. It equals q2/Sq
for the coherent and q2 for the incoherent case. mq is identified as the memory function, which appears in the equation
of motion of the transient correlator. It is related to the transient correlator for qx=O exactly by [3S]

1>,(t) + r, {"',(t) +
Nq(t) =

<e*HtQeQniQtQHt e).

;

. °1e * QeQntQtQHt e),
or;

We will later be interested in the Laplace transform,
mq(z) =J~dte-ztmq(t), which at z=O is in the limit of slow
dynamics given with Eq. (AlO) by [SO],

(A4)

(AI I)

with p= e > <e* e < e* projecting on a subspace of density llucLUations and Q= 1 - P. Nq(t) can also be split into the

The benefit of the second projection step can now be illuminated by regarding Nq(z), which is given via Eq. (A7) by

>-'

N (z)
q

=

nq(z)
I1fq + Inq(z)

(AI2)

To discuss this, we tum to scaling considerations. Inq(t) decays on time scale (T-1+IYI)-1 [37], where Tis the lY relaxation time of the unsheared system. In the glass, it is formally infinite and we havc
o( T)

lim Inq(z = 0) =

y~O

liquid,

(~)

1°

Ii'l

(A13)
glass.

As will be shown below [Eq. (BI7)] by MeT approximations, nq(z) has the following properties,
lim nq(z =0) = {

y>O

o( yr) liquid,

0(1)

(A14)

glass.

The scaling Inq(z=O):xlyl-l in the glass provides Nq(z=O)
via Eq. (AI2) with an additional power of y compared to
nq(z=O),

Z=O. With this assumption, Eq. (A3) can be written
in Markov approximation using the 0 function,
Nq(t) = Nq(z=O) o(t). For the susceptibility follows:
xqCt)

=-

a

at Cq(t) + Nq(z = O)<pq(t).

(AIS)

We will see in Appendix A 4 that Eq. (AIS) gives very
similar results to Eq. (34). According to Eq. (AIS), the equilibrium FDT is violated if Nq(z=O) is nonzero. For short
times, Yt~ I, we have INq(z=O)1 ~ ICq(t)1 and the equilibrium FDT holds. Nq(z=O) is of order Itl, see Eq. (AI5),
Cq(t) is of order f q =O(1). For long times, Yt= I, Cq(t) is
also of order Itl, the two terms are comparable in size and
the equilibrium FDT is violated. The long time FDR is additionally independent of time, if Cq(t) and <Pq(t) decay exponentially for long times with the same time scale. Approximating the two correlators to be equal and relaxing
exponentially in glassy states,
lim Cq(t)

= <Pq(t) = /qe-aqIYlt,

(AI9)

t-+X

lim Nq(z = 0) = {

y~O

o( YT) liquid,

O(IYI)

(AI5)

glass.

This is the benefit of the second projection. Note that Nq(z
=0) corresponds to a rate, which is always small but changes
at the glass transition. Because of its smallness, Nq(z=O) is
difficult to approximate quantitatively.
The time integrated violating term ~Xq finally follows at
small shear rates with Eq. (A3),
O( yr) liquid,
lim~Xq(z=O)= { 0(1)
y~O
glass.

(AI6)

Equation (AI6) is in accordance with simulations and with
the physically expected property of Xq to be always finite at
z=O. The response should not diverge.
In both the liquid and the glass, the violating term ~Xq is
symmetric in y, reflecting the fact that Iluctuations in Z and y
direction are independent of the direction of shearing. While
~Xq is analytic in t in the fluid, it is nonanalytic in the glass.
We can now compare the derived property in Eq. (AI6) to
the approximation in Eq. (34), from which we find for glassy
states and t--> 0,

}
I a
~X[(z =0) = L { -2-Cf(t,t.Jlvo (z
at",

I

=0) = - 2/['
(AI7)

in accordance with Eq. (A 16). fr is the nonergodicity parameter. Tn the Iluid, Eqs. (AI6) and (34) also agree which can
only be shown numerically, see Fig. 7.

we find in the glass,
iJ

- -Cq(t)
Xq(t) =

{ -

(at Nq(z =
I + 1'1
')I a q

0») ~
at

Yt ~
Cq(t)

I,

Yt =0(1).
(A20)

This equation is in qualitative agreement with Eq. (35). The
long time FDR
Xq(t --> cc)

=I +

Nq(z= 0)
1'1

(A21)

')Ia q

is time independent and also independent of shear rate for
y-->O. It is hence nonanalytic as pointed out before. As we
will see, Nq(z=O) is negative in MeT approximations and
the FDR is smaller than unity in agreement with Eq. (34).
4. FDT violation quantitative-connection of the two
approaches

We will now perform MeT approximations for the
memory function nq(t). It contains two evolution operators,
one for the correlation time t and one for the transient time s,
which entered through the ITT approach. We rewrite Eq.
(A8) via the identity (17) which leads to three contributions
for nq(t)

3. Markov approximation-long time FDR

Using a special projection step, we have shown in the
previous subsection that the function Nq(z=O) is of order Itl
in the glass, i.e., we have reason to assume that Nq(t) decays
fast in time compared to <Pq(t) which diverges like 1YI- 1 at

(A22a)

n(2)(t) =
q

y .

2(e*e)(Y)f q

f'" ds(uxye,Otse*n t U(t)n t e) ,
0

0.9

(A22b)

8' 0.8

J.
x

CT

0.7
z-direction inc. ~
z-direction coh o y-direction inc. --<Ty-direction coho -

0.6

(A22c)
The s integration in n~l ) could be done directly as in Eq. (1 9).
Also n~2)(t) and n~) (t) can now be identifi ed with derivatives
with respect to s. It is important to note that without identifying these s derivatives, the correct y dependence of .:1Xq(t)
would not be achieved.
The detailed MeT approximations for the terms above are
shown and evaluated in Appendix B. In the following subsection, we compare the appendix approach to the main-text
approach .
Connection of the two approaches

Let us compare the three terms of .:1Xr in Eq. (1 8) to Eq.
(A22). From the analysis in this appendix, we have the exact
relation for /=e, which is more handy in Laplace space,
(A23)

.:1Xq(Z) = Iff
( ) <pq(z).
,,+mq Z

The waiting-time derivative in Eq. (I 8) is for density fluctuations exactly given by
I a

1: {

2atwCq(t, tw) Icw=o

n~l )(z)

}

(Z) = lIf" + mq(z) <pq(z).
(A24)
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FIG. 13. (Color online) Long time FOR as function of wavevector q for density flu ctu ati ons in the z- and y-directions in the limit of
small shear rates. The packing fraction is the critical one (6= 0) .

In Fig . 2, we show the quantitative comparison of the
functions at z =O, see Appendix B for details on the MeT
approximations for the terms [Eq. (A22)J and their numerical
evaluation. We see, that the MeT estimates compare quite
well to the prediction of Eq. (25). Figure 13 shows the long
time FDR as function of q as calculated by the MeT approximations for nq and Eq. (A2 l) . We show only the contribution of the first term , i.e., nq(z =O)=n~I ) (z= O) . Also, in
Eq. (A2 l) , the difference between stationary and transient
correlators is neglected since it follows with Eq. (A19). According to our analysis in the main text, Eq. (25), these two
simplifications would yi eld X = ~ for all q. We see that the
FDR evaluated from Eq. (A2I ) depends rather strongly on
wave vector, but given the complexity of the involved functions, the result is still satisfying.
APPENDIX B: MCT-APPROXIMATIONS FOR nq(t)

Here we show the detailed approximations for the formally exact expressions for nq in Eq. (A22) by projection
onto densities. This physical approximation amounts to assuming that these are the only slow variables, sufficient to
describe the relaxation of the local structure in the glassy
regime.
With the Markov approximation in Eq. (AI8), these are simplifi ed to [note that mq(z =O) ex Iyl-l p IIr"J

!~
.

2 iltw

_ n~ll(z
= 0) (
Cq(t,tw)lc =0 (
) Pq(t),
mq

IV

Z=

1. Coherent case

For coherent density fluctuations , the time dependent pair
density projector is given by [39J

(A26a)

0

C1{(A25)}(t)

(2) (

_

= nq z -

0)

(3) (

+nq
mq(z = 0)

-

z-

0)

( e~(r) e;(c)

_ ' " ek(r) ep(C»
2
k> p
N Sk(C)S,,(c)

P2( t) - L..

<P (t).
q

(A26b)
with n~)(z =O)/ mq(z=O) ex Iyl as y-+ 0, see Eq. (A 14). From
Eq. (25), which we consider very accurate, the waiting-time
derivative in glassy states is for long times equal to q)q(t).
We conclude that Eqs. (25) and (A26a) are in qualitative
agreement, if the transient correlator decays exponentially
for long times with time scale oc lyl-l. This holds well [37J
and also has been used in the main text, see Eq. (29).

(B 1)

With advected wave vectors (e.g., k(t) = k - k · Kt) and k(t)
= Ik(t) I which enter through translational invariance [39]. The

memory function n~l ) has only one time evolution operator
and can hence be approximated via 'standard' routes with the
projector P2 (t) [39J,

n~l)(l) =

;.y) (uxye~QP2(- t)U(t)P 2n t eq).

2NS q fq

(B2)

For the appearing time dependent four point correlation
function, the factorization approximation is used

(e~,(_t)e~'(_t)_qU(t)ekek-q>

= N2Sk(-t)Sk(-t)-q<Pk(_t)(t)<Pk(_t)_q(t) ~.k"

(B3)

tioned, this derivative is necessary for the correct
y-dependence. That is why we chose to use the triple densities projector P3 ,

At the left hand side appears the expression

01) = (CTxye;Qekeq-k>
qk

NS

q

) S;_k S + k k S~ S
y qy q _ k k x Y k q-k'

_
P3 (t ) -

= k (k _
x

(B4)
On the right hand side, we have the standard vertex [39]

ek(t)ep(t)en(t) > ( e~(t)e;(t)e:(t)

"

3

L..;

N Sk(t)Sp(t)SlI(t)

k>p>n

(BI4)

Equation (B 12) is written as
-nt
( CTxye nts e q
H
eq-kek>-_

( CTxy P 3 (- S) e nts e q'nt
H
eq-kek >.
(B 15)

..(2)

Vqk

>
(()
)
=(ekeq_kQnteq
= q. k - q nCk_q + knCk .
NSk_qSk
(B5)

In the derivation of Eqs. (B4) and (B5), the convolution approximation for the static three point correlation function
was used [56],
(B6)

The treatment of n~2) and n~) is more involved. We first
separate the time evolution operator in t with pair projectors
to get,

n~2Jct) =

We have to demand that the wave vectors in the triple projector take the values of the wave vectors on the right hand
side. Due to this constraint, the summation in Eq. (B 14) contains only one term and no counting factor appears. The left
in Eq. (B4) for s-dependent wave
hand side is the Vertex
vectors [the projector Q does not make any difference in Eq.
(B4)]. The appearing six point s-dependent correlation function is approximated as

'1V

(e~e~(_S)e~(_s)_qentseqnt ekek-q)
3
N SqSk(-s)-qSk(-s)

;y) , f'" dS(CTXyentse~ntQP2U(t)p2(t)Qnteq>,

2NSq I

q

= <Pq(s) (

0

(B7)

(B8)

After doing this, we are on the left hand side of the projectors left with the two respective expressions,
(B9)

[~ - k(- s) .

:J

<Pkf-S/S)<Pk(_S)_q(S»).

This approximation rests on the observation that the operator
nt acts as an S derivative. <Pk(_s)(s) and <Pk(_S)_q(s) depend
on S via the decay of the correlator and via the s-dependent
wave vectors. Since n t in Eq. (B 16) represents the s derivative with respect to correlator dynamics, we have to subtract
the change in s due to the change of the wave vectors. The
term in Eq. (B 13) is treated analogously with the triple density projector. Here, the approximation for the appearing six
point correlation function is more straight forward, since
<Pq(s) has no wave vector advection,

(e~e~(_S)e~(_Sl_qen\nt eq)ekek-q)

and

3
N SqSk(-s)-qSk(-s)

(B 10)

Writing Q as I-P, we realize that the term containing P is
identical for both terms (they are real),
(CTXyentS(nt

e~)eq> N~ (e~eq-kek>'

(BI1)

q

with opposite sign. These terms cancel each other. We are
left with the two expressions,

=

(:s

<Pq(s) ) <Pk(-s)(s)<Pk(-sl_q(s).

Collecting the terms, we finally find the following expressions, where ~2) and
denote the functions without the
terms in Eq. (Bll),

n;:)

(I)

nq (t)

yS~
=4nlS~Y)

f

3

d k

01) 02)

(27T)3 qk(-tl qk<Pk(-t)(t)<Pki-tl_q(t),

(BI2)
(B 16a)
and
(B 13)
There is in principal more than one option to treat these
terms, but we will argue that only one option is applicable.
The standard way, i.e., the usage of P2 right and left of the
time evolution operator is not preferable since it would not
preserve the derivative with respect to s. As already men-

S( ) _ '\.' e~(t)ek(t)
P2 t -.L..i

( e~(t)e~(t)

(B19)

.

NSk(t)

p,k

The approximation for n~,l)(t) is then straight forward following Eqs. (B2)-(B4). Regarding the vertex, there occur
simplifications,
T

,(s.1) _ (

vqk -

~~ =q . [(k - q)nCk_q + knck].

hI'"o dsys~g(s)h(t).
os

S) _ k k S~
x y k .

(B20)

IZkeq-k -

The right hand side of the vertex reads

With q-k=lq-kl and k(t)=k-k· Kt as before. Ck is the equilibrium direct correlation function connected to the structure
factor via the Omstein-Zemicke equation Sk= II (l-nck)
[52J. From the expressions in Eq. (B 16) one can now see the
earlier proposed properties, Eq. (AI4). The function nq can
schematically be written
nq(t) = aytJ(t) +

s*Qs

O'xye q

(B 17)

The first term in Eq. (B 17) corresponds to n~l), the second
term to n~2) and n~). J(t), get), h(t) are functions of tl T in the
liquid and Iylt in the glass. Equation (AI4) follows. The fact
that the terms in Eq. (B 17) start linearly with t and s respectively comes because 0 2 ) in Eq. (B 16) is symmetric in kx ,
0 2 )= 0 2 )(k;), and because 0I) at time t=O (or s=O) is antisymmetric in kx , 0I)(-kx )=-01)(kx ), and the property
n~l)(t -> 0) ~ yt follows after integration over d 3k. The linear
increase with time follows for example from kit) = ky - Ytk x •
For the numerical evaluation of Eq. (B 16), the transient
correlator <Pq(t) and the static structure factors Sq and S~Y) are
needed. As a purely technical simplification, we use the isotropic approximation [37], which reads for long times in
glassy states
(B 18)

with the nonergodicity parameter Jq and the amplitude hq •
The parameter C can be derived from a microscopic analysis,
we use c=3 [37]. For the static equilibrium structure factor,
we use the Percus-Yevick closure [52J, and approximate
Sq=S~Y), which holds well at small shear rates [10], although
the structure is nonanalytic [81]. In the limit of small shear
rates, the contribution of the short time decay of the correlators to the above expressions vanishes. The above expressions are evaluated using spherical coordinates with grid
kmax =50, ~k=0.05, and ~e=~¢=7T/40 or smaller. The time
grid in both t and s was Yt=2i!4 110 10, starting from i =90
corresponding to yt = 6 10-4 • The results are included in
Figs. 2 and 13.
2. Incoherent case

From now on we denote incoherent functions with superscript s. The terms in Eq. (A22) for the incoherent case, J
=e~ are approximated similarly to the coherent analogs, using the pair density projector [82]

T,(s,2)_

vqk -

(e~_qe_kQsn;e~) -k
-

Sk

S

(B2l)

. qnck'

For the memory functions n~,2)(t) and n~,3)(t) we first use the
projector P~ according to Eqs. (B7) and (B8). We note that
the two terms corresponding to Eq. (B 11) vanish in this case
independently. We arrive at the expressions equivalent to
Eqs. (B 12) and (B 13), reading (O'xy exp[nts]e~*nt e~-kek)
and (O'XY exp[!},TsJ(n t e~')e~-kek)' We use the triple density
projector as before,

P~(t) =

e~(t)e~(t)en(t) (e~(t)e~(t)e:(t), (B22)

L

NSn(t)

k>p,n

according to Eq. (B 15). The discussions around Eqs. (B 16)
and (B 16) and the approximations for the six-point functions
hold similarly. We arrive at
(s,l)( )

nq

t

Y
= 2nq2

J

3

d k

(27T)3

Vs,l)

Vs ,2)<pk(-t) ( t )ffiS
()
'¥kH)-q t ,

qk(-t) qk

(B23a)
(s,2)

nq

(t

3
. foo0 ds J(27T)3
d k

'Y

= 2nl
X ([

Vs,I)

Vs,2)

S (

)

qk(-s) qk(t)<P q S

:s - s)· :J<I)k(-S)(S)(I>~(-S)-q(S»)
k'(-

(B23b)

T,{S?)

v qk-

=(e~-qe
- _kQsn:e~)- =k . qnck's
Sk

With c~=(e~* eq)1 (nSq) [52]. We evaluate these expressions
numerically, using the approximation (B 18) for the coherent
correlator and a similar approximation for the incoherent
one, motivated by the solution for the correlator near the
critical plateau [51,82]. We write for long times in glassy
states

<P~(t) = <P~(t) =~ ex p ( - ~cl tit) ,

(B24)

and again c=3. We consider the case where the tagged particle has the same size as the bath particles, for which
c~=(Sq- I) I (nS q) holds. We use the grid kmax =25, Llk=0.2,
Ll8=1T140, and Ll¢=1T120 (z direction) and Ll8=1T!20 and
Ll ¢= 1TI 64 (y direction) or smaller, the time is discretized as
in the coherent case.
The results are included in Figs. 2 and 13 and again allow
to conclude qualitative agreement with the approach of the
main text, with quantitative differences arising from the involved MeT approximations.

discretized. At each time step (with Llt the length of the time
step), the particle position propagates by the step length s,
x(t+Llt)=x(t)+s. s was determined by
12

s=Lri-6,

(el)

i=1

The shear step model was simulated as follows: the
one dimensional random walk within the well was

with ri random numbers (0, I). This gives a Gaussian distribution of width CT= I. We used a=4 for the width of the well.
If x(t+Llt) lies outside the well, the step is rejected, i.e., the
particle stays at its position. For the case with external force
F, the distribution in Eq. (el) was shifted by 51100, corresponding to F= :~: with (?=2D oLlt. With CT= I and a=4, the
deviation of the linear response result is of the order of I
percent.
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